In  iv/o  large  spending  departments.   Public    Works
and 3u-u5i'ai and Public Health, we find technical Secretaries, It Is hardly necessary to emphasise, at this stage of the development of the public administrations the
necessity for general examination from the broad administrative aspect of technical projects, however distinguished the technical expert putting them forward. In fact. It may be said that the more distinguished the
technical expert, the greater the need for the scrutiny of Ms proposals from the general point of view, Normally, therefore, we would have suggested that in both these departments a non-technical Secretary of wide administrative experience should be appointed. In view of the position of Government finances, however, no really large expansion schemes in the Medical and Public Health sphere are likely to be undertaken, for some time. In all the circumstances, we do not think it wise to suggest disturbance of the present arrangement by which the very experienced and senior Inspector-General is also Secretary in that department. We think, however,, that, when Ms term expires a non-technical Secretary should take Ms place. As regards the Public Works Department, we have no doubt, after examining the position of the various projects and the results of some past projects, that an independent Secretary of wide administrative experience is essential.
. The relationship between a non-technical Secretary and a technical head of a department is apt sometimes to present delicate problems of adjustment, which need to be tackled with good-will and in the right spirit. A technical head of a department must never be made to feel that his advice does not reach Government in the form in which it should, or is not being given the consideration it deserves, because of there being a non-technical Secretary through whom the papers are put up. A wise Secretary will invariably see that the technical head gets an opportunity to meet the Minister frequently— in the case of important departments even once a week— so that the Minister is kept fully acquainted with the department's view on important matters. The Secretary will Mmself always make time to keep in touch with the technical head* and will never hesitate to let Mm know the real reason for Government's refusal to accept any particular proposal he may have put up. The technical head, on his side^ must have confidence in his

